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Climate change is the
most important challenge
humankind has ever
faced. It is commonly accepted that GHG emissions must be reduced at
great pace and to a signiﬁcant extent to keep global
warming below 2 (or, preferably, 1.5) degrees Celsius. This can only be
reached if the obligations
of major players-States,
enterprises and investors-are suﬃciently clear.
The Oslo Principles aim to
discern the legal obligations of States. The current Principles focus on
the obligations of enterprises and investors. They
identify the reduction obligations of enterprises,

and articulate a series of
related obligations. Investors can-and many already do-play an important role. These Principles
aim to provide a legal basis for active investment
management and engagement geared at stimulating enterprises to comply
with their legal obligations. An extensive commentary further explains
the Principles and their legal underpinning. The
members of the expert
group are Thomas Pogge,
Brian Preston, Tianbao
Qin, James Silk, Jaap Spier
(reporter), Elisabeth Steiner, Philip Sutherland, and
Dani�l Witte. (Series: Legal Perspectives on Global
Challenges, Vol. 5) [Subject: International Environmental Law, Climate

Change]
Starting in the early
1970s, a type of programmed cell death
called apoptosis began to
receive attention. Over
the next three decades, research in this area continued at an accelerated
rate. In the early 1990s, a
second type of programmed cell death, autophagy, came into focus.
Autophagy has been
studied in mammalian
cells for many years. The
recen
Decision to produce; Markets and uses; Market assessment; Prodution potential; Equipment selection; Financial requirements; Decision and planning workssheets; Basic
ethanol production; Preparation of feedstocks, Fer-
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mentation; Distillation;
Types of feedstocks; Coproduct yields; Agronomic
considerations; Plant design; Overall plant considerations; Process control;
Representative ethanol
plant; Maintenance checklist; Business plan; Analysis of ﬁnancial requirements; Organizational
form; Financing; Case
study; Summary of legislation; Bureau of alcohol,
tabacco, and ﬁrearms permit information; Enviromental considerations.
This book presents the
conceptual framework underlying the ﬁfth cycle of
PISA, which covers reading, science and this
year's focus: mathematical literacy, along with
problem solving and ﬁnancial literacy.
Chemical reaction engineering is concerned with
the exploitation of chemical reactions on a commercial scale. It's goal is the
successful design and operation of chemical reactors. This text emphasizes
qualitative arguments,
simple design methods,
graphical procedures, and
frequent comparison of capabilities of the major reactor types. Simple ideas
are treated ﬁrst, and are
then extended to the
more complex.
Got fur balls? Are your favorite sweaters covered
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with cat hair? Do you love
to make quirky and oneof-a-kind crafting projects? If so, then it’s time
to throw away your lint
roller and curl up with
your kitty! Crafting with
Cat Hair shows readers
how to transform stray
clumps of fur into soft and
adorable handicrafts.
From kitty tote bags and
ﬁnger puppets to ﬂuﬀy
cat toys, picture frames,
and more, these projects
are cat-friendly, eco-friendly, and require no special
equipment or training.
You can make most of these projects in under an
hour—with a little help, of
course, from your feline
friends!
CompTIA Security+ Study
Guide (Exam SY0-601)
Mineral Commodity Summaries 2019
Point and Figure charts
are one of the great secrets of the Technical Analysis world. Highly sophisticated and with a thoroughbred pedigree, they can,
however, be overlooked
by traders today. Jeremy
du Plessis - one of the foremost Point and Figure experts in the world - returns with a fully updated
second edition of this
deﬁnitive guide in an
eﬀort to redress this imbalance. This second edition,
with an extensive revision
to the text and introduc-

tion of brand new techniques, demystiﬁes the
world of Point and Figure
charting. It includes a detailed explanation of the
history and development
of the technique from its
invention to the modern
day, and covers the makeup of the chart patterns,
why they are created, and
how to interpret them.
Throughout, readers are
encouraged to understand
Point and Figure charts
from
ﬁrst
principles,
rather than just remember the names of a series
of patterns. It is the ﬁrst
major work for 50 years to
discuss in depth the original 1-box reversal method
of Point and Figure charting and contrast it with
the more popular 3-box reversal method. Further,
the explanation of how to
use Point and Figure
charts to project targets
and calculate risk-reward
ratios is the most comprehensive ever seen. Also
featured in the second edition are: - A step-by-step
analysis of the FTSE 100
Index using the 3-box
method, as well as the
NASDAQ Composite Index, using the 1-box
method - A detailed discussion of optimising techniques - An in-depth
chapter on Analysing
Point and Figure charts,
extensively rewritten from
the ﬁrst edition - A new ex-
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planation of how Point
and Figure parameters
are chosen and the implications of choosing them Two new Point and Figure
construction methods never seen before - Point and
Figure's contribution to
market breadth, with a
look at bullish percent and
two brand new indicators
- Full discussion of Point
and Figure gaps and how
they provide valuable information about the chart
- Lesser known, more advanced techniques such
as the use of moving averages, parabolic SAR and
Bollinger Bands on Point
and Figure charts - Price
and volume activity histograms and how they provide information about
support and resistance All
this is illustrated with numerous colour charts and
observations from years
of trading experience. According to du Plessis,
Point and Figure charts
are the 'voice of the market'. This book helps you
listen to, and understand,
that voice. Part of the Market Technicians Association (MTA) Required Reading list.
The objectives of this
study are to describe experiences in price setting
and how pricing has been
used to attain better coverage, quality, ﬁnancial
protection, and health outcomes. It builds on newly
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commissioned
case
studies and lessons
learned in calculating
prices, negotiating with
providers, and monitoring
changes. Recognising that
no single model is applicable to all settings, the
study aimed to generate
best practices and identify
areas for future research,
particularly in low- and
middle-income settings.
The report and the case
studies were jointly developed by the OECD and the
WHO Centre for Health Development in Kobe (Japan).
Monetary sovereignty is a
crucial legal concept dictating that states have
sovereignty over their
own monetary, ﬁnancial,
and ﬁscal aﬀairs. However, it does not feature as
part of any key instruments of international
law, including the Articles
of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund.
Rather, it has remained a
somewhat separate notion, developed under contemporary international
law from an assertion of
the former Permanent
Court of International Justice in 1929. As a consequence of globalization
and increasing ﬁnancial integration and a worldwide
trend towards the creation of economic and monetary unions, the principle
of monetary sovereignty
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has undergone signiﬁcant
change. This book examines this evolution in
detail, and provides a conceptual framework to demonstrate what this
means for the legal and
economic challenges
faced by the international
community. The book examines the historic origins
and evolution of the concept of monetary
sovereignty, putting it into
the context of broader
concepts of sovereignty. It
argues that monetary
sovereignty remains relevant as a dynamic legal
concept with both positive
and normative components. It investigates the
continuing hybridization
of international monetary
law resulting from
changes to its formal and
material sources. It then
examines the complex
phenomenon of exchange
rate misalignment under
international monetary
and trade law, and the increasing regionalization of
monetary sovereignty,
notably in light of the European sovereign debt crisis. Finally, it assesses the
role the concept of monetary sovereignty can play
in the reorganization of international ﬁnance following the recent global ﬁnancial crisis.
Surgical site infections are
caused by bacteria that
get in through incisions
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made during surgery.
They threaten the lives of
millions of patients each
year and contribute to the
spread of antibiotic resistance. In low- and middle-income countries,
11% of patients who undergo surgery are infected in the process. In Africa, up to 20% of women
who have a caesarean section contract a wound infection, compromising
their own health and their
ability to care for their babies. But surgical site infections are not just a
problem for poor countries. In the United States,
they contribute to patients spending more than
400 000 extra days in hospital at a cost of an additional US $10 billion per
year. No international evidence-based guidelines
had previously been available
before
WHO
launched its global guidelines on the prevention of
surgical site infection on 3
November 2016, and
there are inconsistencies
in the interpretation of evidence and recommendations in existing national
guidelines. These new
WHO guidelines are valid
for any country and suitable to local adaptations,
and take account of the
strength of available scientiﬁc evidence, the cost
and resource implications,
and patient values and
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preferences.
This IBM® Redbooks®
publication is focused on
melding industry preferred practices with the
unique needs of the IBM i
community and providing
a holistic view of modernization. This book covers
key trends for application
structure, user interface,
data access, and the
database. Modernization
is a broad term when applied to applications. It is
more than a single event.
It is a sequence of actions. But even more, it is
a process of rethinking
how to approach the creation and maintenance of
applications. There are
tangible deliveries when it
comes to modernization,
the most notable being a
modern user interface
(UI), such as a web browser or being able to access
applications from a mobile
device. The UI, however,
is only the beginning.
There are many more aspects to modernization.
Using modern tools and
methodologies can signiﬁcantly improve productivity and reduce long-term
cost while positioning applications for the next decade. It is time to put the
past away. Tools and
methodologies have undergone signiﬁcant transformation, improving functionality, usability, and

productivity. This is true
of the plethora of IBM
tools and the wealth of
tools available from many
Independent Solution
Providers (ISVs). This publication is the result of work
that was done by IBM, industry experts, and by representatives from many of
the ISV Tool Providers.
Some of their tools are referenced in the book. In addition to reviewing technologies based on context, there is an explanation of why modernization
is important and a description of the business
beneﬁts of investing in
modernization. This critical information is key for
line-of-business executives who want to understand the beneﬁts of a modernization project. This
book is appropriate for
CIOs, architects, developers, and business leaders.
Related information Making the Case for Modernization, IBM Systems Magazine
Volume 1 of the Textbook
of Neural Repair and Rehabilitation covers the basic
sciences relevant to recovery of function following injury to the nervous system.
*A New York Times Bestseller* #1 National Bestseller Indie Bestseller
From Kitten Lady, the professional kitten rescuer,
humane educator, animal
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advocate, and owner of
the popular Instagram
@kittenxlady comes the
deﬁnitive book on saving
the most vulnerable—and
adorable—feline population: newborn kittens. Hannah Shaw, better known
as Kitten Lady, has dedicated her life to saving
the tiniest felines, but one
doesn't have to be a professional kitten rescuer to
change—and save—lives.
In Tiny but Mighty, Hannah not only outlines the
dangers newborn kittens
face and how she combats them, but how you
can help every step of the
way, from ﬁghting feline
overpopulation on the
streets to fostering unweaned kittens, from combating illness to combating compassion fatigue,
from ﬁnding a vet to ﬁnding the purrfect forever
home. Filled with information on animal welfare, instructional guides, and
personal rescue stories of
kittens like Chloe, Tidbit,
Hank, and Badger—not to
mention hundreds of
adorable kitten photos—Tiny but Mighty is the
must-have kitten book for
cat lovers, current-and-future rescuers, foster parents, activists, and advocates.
Prepared under the direction of Forestine Chapman. Rose M. Petrone was
responsible for coordina-
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tion and technical editorial work. C ontains reliable information on agricultural production, supplies, consumption, facilities, costs, and returns. Its
tables of annual data covera wide variety of facts
in forms suited to most
common use.
The publication assess
how pension funds, annuity providers such as life insurance companies, and
the regulatory framework
incorporate future improvements in mortality
and life expectancy.
This book outlines what individual donor countries
are doing to fulﬁll their development co-operation
ambitions and their part
of international agreements.
An essential guide to
ﬁnancial risk management
and the only way to get a
great overview of the subjects covered in the GARP
FRM Exam The Financial
Risk Management Exam
(FRM Exam) is given by
the Global Association of
Risk Professionals (GARP)
annually in November for
risk professionals who
want to earn FRM(r) certiﬁcation. The Financial Risk
Manager
Handbook,
Fourth Edition is the deﬁnitive guide for those preparing to take the FRM Exam as well as a valued
working reference for risk
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professionals. Written
with the full support of
GARP, and containing
questions and solutions
from previous exams, this
book is a valuable resource for professionals responsible for or associated with ﬁnancial risk management.
This book maps the current state of policy, service provision and funding
for mental health care
across Europe, taking into
account the diﬀering historical contexts that have
shaped both the development and the delivery of
services.
In his Introduction, the
late Fr Edwards quotes
Archbishop Mathewâ??s
succinct summary of the
three solutions to the gunpowder plot: according to
the orthodox, old-fashioned view Salisbury
discovered the conspiracy, a second judgement is
that he nourished it and a
third that is that he invented it. The third solution is
carefully investigated in
this book. In his very typical style, Fr Edwards constructs his narrative of
events by drawing heavily
on the extant primary
sources - which is not to
say that he does not notice the huge bibliography
on the subject. Sir Robert
Cecil, Lord Salisbury does
not come well out of this
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extensive study - but that
is only to be expected.
Of vital importance to the
European ﬁlm industry,
public funding represents
a key intersection point
between public policy and
market dynamics. From inﬂuential
national
ﬁlm
agencies to small-scale local initiatives, this new report provides a unique
overview of the geographical spread, scale and
scope of direct public funding to the sector. With authoritative answers to the
key questions: How many
funds?; How are they
ﬁnanced?; What is the total volume of funding?
Which activities are supported? National versus regional funding - how do
they diﬀer? The report is
an indispensable tool for
industry professionals, policy makers, fund managers and researchers
alike.
Doody's Review Service 5 Stars!The Second Edition of Evidence-Based
Practice for Nurses: Appraisal and Application of
Research continues to
serve as the deﬁnitive reference for transitioning research into nursing practice. Based on the innovation-decision process (IDP), each unit is shaped according to the ﬁve steps
of the IDP: knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation, and conﬁrma-
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tion. This unique organizational approach combined
with updated case studies
and ethical principles allows the research process
to be tangible and linked
with strategies that promote advancement.
"What, exactly, is 'National Cyber Security'? The
rise of cyberspace as a
ﬁeld of human endeavour
is probably nothing less
than one of the most signiﬁcant developments in
world history. Cyberspace
already directly impacts
every facet of human existence including economic,
social, cultural and political developments, and the
rate of change is not likely
to stop anytime soon.
However, the socio-political answers to the questions posed by the rise of
cyberspace often signiﬁcantly lag behind the rate
of technological change.
One of the ﬁelds most
challenged by this development is that of 'national
security'. The National Cyber Security Framework
Manual provides detailed
background information
and in-depth theoretical
frameworks to help the
reader understand the
various facets of National
Cyber Security, according
to diﬀerent levels of
public policy formulation.
The four levels of government--political, strategic,
operational and tacti-

cal/technical--each have
their own perspectives on
National Cyber Security,
and each is addressed in
individual sections within
the Manual. Additionally,
the Manual gives examples of relevant institutions in National Cyber Security, from top-level policy coordination bodies
down to cyber crisis management structures and
similar institutions."--Page
4 of cover.
A
comprehensive
overview of the latest developments in world
trade, covering the details
of merchandise trade by
product and trade in commercial services
The United Nations estimates that four billion people worldwide live outside
the protection of the law.
These people can be driven from their land, intimidated by violence, and excluded from society. This
book is about community
paralegals - sometimes
called barefoot lawyers who demystify law and
empower people to advocate for themselves. These paralegals date back
to 1950s South Africa and
are active today in many
countries, but their role
has largely been ignored
by researchers. Community Paralegals and the Pursuit of Justice is the ﬁrst
book on the subject. Fo-
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cusing on paralegal movements in six countries,
Vivek Maru, Varun Gauri,
and their coauthors have
collected rich, vivid stories of paralegals helping
people to take on injustice, from domestic violence to unlawful mining
to denial of wages. From
these stories emerges evidence of what works and
how. The insights in the
book will be of immense
value in the global ﬁght
for universal justice. This
title is also available as
Open Access.
"This book is designed to
provide the reader with an
insight into the main concepts involved in the handling of payments, securities and derivatives and
the organisation and functioning of the market infrastructure concerned.
Emphasis is placed on the
general principles governing the functioning of the
relevant systems and processes and the presentation of the underlying economic, business, legal, institutional, organisational
and policy issues. The
book is aimed at decision-makers, practitioners,
lawyers and academics
wishing to acquire a deeper understanding of market infrastructure issues.
It should also prove useful
for students with an interest in monetary and ﬁnancial issues."--Introduction
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(Pg. 20, para 8).
Ultimate Nintendo: Guide
to the NES Library
1985-1995 is an expansive and thorough look at
one of the greatest video
game libraries of all time the Nintendo Entertainment System. This nearly
450-page book covers all
800+ licensed and unlicensed games released
during the system's lifespan, and features information and reviews for these
classic (and not so classic)
8-bit games.
The SAGE Handbook of Research Methods in Political
Science and International
Relations oﬀers a comprehensive overview of the
ﬁeld and its research processes through the empirical and research scholarship of leading international authors. The book is
structured along the lines
of applied research in the
discipline: from formulating good research questions and designing a
good research project, to
various modes of theoretical
argumentation,
through conceptualization, to empirical measurement and analysis. Each
chapter oﬀers new approaches and builds upon
existing
methods.
Through its seven parts,
undergraduate and graduate students, researchers
and practicing academics,
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will be guided through the
design, methods and analysis of issues in Political
Science and International
Relations discipline: Part
One: Formulating Good Research Questions and Designing Good Research
Projects Part Two: Methods of Theoretical Argumentation Part Three: Conceptualization & Measurement Part Four: Large-Scale Data Collection &
Representation Methods
Part Five: Quantitative-Empirical Methods Part Six:
Qualitative & “Mixed”
Methods Part Seven: EITM
& EMTI
The Paralysis Resource
Guide, produced by the
Christopher & Dana Reeve
Foundation, is a reference
and lifestyle tool for people aﬀected by paralysis.
The book includes details
on medical and clinical
subjects related to all
causes of paralysis, as
well as health maintenance information. The fully-illustrated book provides a detailed overview
of biomedical research, assistive technology, sports
and recreation activities,
legal and civil rights, social security and beneﬁts,
and numerous lifestyle options.
This handbook oﬀers a
state-of-the-art overview
of quantitative science
and technology research.
It focuses on the develop-
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ment and application of indicators derived from data
on scientiﬁc or scholarly
publications and patents.
It comprises 34 chapters
written by leading specialists in the various sub-domains. These chapters
deal with theoretical and
methodological issues, illustrate applications, and
highlight their policy context and relevance. Authors present a survey of
the research topics they
address, and show their
most recent achievements. The 34 chapters
are arranged into 5 parts:
Disciplinary Approaches;
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General Methodology; The
Science System; The Technology System; and The
Science–Technology Interface. The Editor’s Introduction provides a further speciﬁcation of the handbook’s scope and of the
main topics addressed in
its chapters. This handbook aims at four distinct
groups of readers: – practitioners in the ﬁeld of science and technology
studies; – research students in this ﬁeld; – scientists, scholars and technicians who are interested
in a systematic, thorough
analysis of their activities;

– policy makers and administrators who wish to
be informed about the potentialities and limitations
of the various approaches
and about their results.
Providing a historical perspective on the etiology of
lung cancer, this comprehensive reference presents an in-depth analysis
of the epidemiology of
cancer of the lung-describing the current understanding of risk factors and
the use of epidemiological
data to design programs
for the control of this leading cause of death worldwide.
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